Solar radiation estimates with clear sky models require estimations of aerosol data. The low spatial resolution of current aerosol datasets, with their remarkable drift from measured data, poses a problem in solar resource estimation. This paper proposes a new downscaling methodology by combining support vector machines for regression (SVR) and kriging with external drift, with data from the MACC reanalysis datasets and temperature and rainfall measurements from 213 meteorological stations in continental Spain.
Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols play a key role on the radiative energy budget of the Earth's atmosphere and contribute to the radiative forcing of the climate. Atmospheric aerosols refer to a wide range of airborne particles suspended in the atmosphere with both natural and anthropogenic origin, and of quite different sizes, shapes, chemical composition and optical properties. Aerosols have a direct impact on the radiative balance due to the attenuation (scattering and absorption) of the solar radiation passing through the atmosphere. They have also an indirect contribution since aerosols can act as cloud condensation nuclei, modifying cloud properties. Knowledge of atmospheric aerosols is also of high interest for solar resource assessments in solar energy deployment, since they contribute extensively to the variability of the direct normal solar irradiance.
The aerosol loading in the atmosphere can be indirectly quantified by an optical measure named aerosol optical depth (AOD). The AERONET [1] network, which operates over 400 ground stations, provides observations of AOD with highly accurate sunphotometer sensors [2, 3] . On the other hand, satellite retrievals have been providing AOD datasets at a global scale over the last 10 years. Thus, onboard satellite instruments such as MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) or MISR (Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer) are able to provide AOD under cloud free conditions, as well as other particle properties, at a spatial resolution of 1x1 o and 0.5x0.5 o , respectively. Despite AOD's advantage of relying on observations, satellite retrievals cannot offer a complete temporal and spatial coverage of the Earth's surface as modelled estimates of AOD do. Thus, the MACC [4] (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate) project provides data records on atmospheric composition and forecast of key atmospheric constituents. The MACC aerosol reanalysis assimilates aerosol satellite retrievals to correct for model errors and it offers global and complete AOD gridded datasets at a spatial resolution of 1.125x1.125 o [5, 6] .
In solar resource assessments, the knowledge of AOD is of high interest since it is closely connected to the methods of estimating solar radiation components at the Earth's surface [7] . Models for estimating solar radiation components from geostationary satellite images need clear sky models, which compute solar radiation under a cloudless sky [8, 9] . Clear sky transmittance models require information on the atmospheric attenuants as input. Depending on the formulation of clear sky models, that information can be partially derived from AOD [10] [11] [12] . Some simpler models merge all the atmospheric attenuation in one unique parameter, the Linke turbidity factor, that can be estimated empirically or from the knowledge of AOD at 550 nm and the water vapor vertical column content [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Therefore, in order to better characterize the spatial and temporal variability of the aerosol loading in the atmosphere, large efforts are being taken for developing and providing complete gridded datasets at higher spatial resolutions using satellite or modelled retrievals as a reference [17, 18] . This paper focuses on increasing the spatial resolution of aerosol gridded information by using extensive ground measurements of other common meteorological variables. In particular, the work addresses the elaboration of high spatial resolution maps of AOD and the TL in Spain from the combination of MACC datasets and 213 measurement points with maximum and minimum temperatures and rainfall records using soft computing and geostatistical analysis techniques. Ground AOD data from AERONET stations located in Spain were used in both model training and final datasets assessment. The work is developed with a two-step method that first trains models to estimate aerosol variables (AOD and the Linke turbidity factor) at AERONET stations with meteorological measurements and MACC aerosol data, and then spatially generalizes these point aerosol values in the afore-mentioned 213 stations using downscaled MACC grids.
Data

Aerosol data
Aerosol data used in this work come from two different sources: AERONET stations located in Spain and MACC reanalysis aerosol data from 2003 to 2012. In both cases the original data are the aerosol optical depth at different wavelenghts. In case of AERONET stations, the AOD at 340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870 and 1020 nm have been used. Likewise, the original data from MACC reanalysis were the AOD at 469, 550, 670 and 865 nm. Daily values of AOD 550 and TL have been computed from both AERONET and MACC reanalysis by using the Angstrom law and the Ineichen approach for computing Linke turbidity factor [19, 20] . In case of MACC reanalysis the final results of AOD 550 and TL have been resampled at 1x1 o of spatial resolution for the geographic domain of the Iberian peninsula (37 o N to 44 o N latitude and -10 o E to 5 o E longitude).
Meteorological data
Meteorological variables are obtained from the Agroclimatic Information System for Irrigation (SIAR), a free downloadable service from which 213 meteorological stations are selected in continental Spain [21] . This network is supported by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment of Spain to derive, estimate and control different indicators for agriculture [22] . As a result, most of the stations are located in important areas for agriculture, mainly valleys and prairies and rarely in mountainous areas. Additionaly, meteorological registers in the position of AERONET stations are obtained from the Spanish Agency of Meteorology (AEMET) [23] . Figure 1 shows the locations of the stations selected from SIAR and AEMET, respectively.
Daily minimum and maximum temperatures (T min and T max ) are recorded with Vaisala HMP45C -Pt1000, Vaisala HMP155-Pt100 and Rotronic HC2S3-Pt100 sensors with a tolerance of ±0.2 • . Relative humidity (R h ) is registered with Vaisala HMP45C-Humicap 180, Vaisala HMP155-Humicap 180R and Rotronic HC2S3-IN-1 with ±3% tolerance. Rainfall (R) is measured with ARG100 and RM52203 sensors with a tolerance of ±3%. The calibration of sensors is performed on a yearly basis according to the TH-007 procedure of the Spanish Centre of Metrology [24] for R h , T max and T min and the IOM-84 document of the World Meteorological Organization [25] for R. Table 1 
Methodology
The proposed methodology is described in Figure 2 . In a first stage, denoted by soft computing techniques (Subsection 3.1), MACC and AERONET aerosol data and AEMET meteorological data are used to train support vector machines for regression (SVR) with a radial basis kernel function in the location of 7 AERONET stations ( Table 1 ). The validation process of the SVR-based predictors is carried out by a 10 times repeated 10-fold cross-validation using the same AERONET measurements. In the second stage of the methodology, named geostatistical analysis (Subsection 3.2), MACC aerosol data is first downscaled by means of inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation and then used as the explanatory variable of kriging with external drift (KED) to interpolate the estimates of the SVR. This is performed for each of the 213 meteorological stations from SIAR.
Soft computing Techniques
Soft computing involves several techniques fairly tolerant with approximation, imprecision and uncertainly (artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, probabilistic models, genetic algorithms and kernel machines, etc.) in a similar manner to mental processes in humans and is useful to solve complex not mathematically-tractable problems [26] . Kernel machines and the associated learning methods, especially the SVR, are recommended in pattern recognition due to its reliable performance showed working on many real problems [27] . In this paper, SVR have been selected to predict AOD 550 and TL. Nevertheless, this technique has proved useful in modeling different meteorological variables such as solar radiation [28] and air temperature [29] .
Support Vector Machines for Regression (SVR)
In regression problems, given a training dataset {x i , y i } 
where ϕ (x) is the mapping function from x to a higher dimensional feature space,ŷ is an estimate of the observation y, w ∈ R D and b ∈ R. Adjusting the model is equivalent to the problem of finding w and b that minimizes the error function subjected to some constraints (ξ
. Instead of using the traditional mean square error (MSE), a more sophisticated penalty function is considered [27] . The loss function L (Equation 2), named -intensitive cost function, is zero if the predicted values are inside a -intensitive tube.
The optimization of the SVR is built on inequality constraints [31] , leaving a quadratic programming problem (Equations 3-6). 
where w t w represents the hyperplane normal vector, C is the regularization parameter for controlling the trade-off between complexity and error and is a distance that generates the mentioned tube in which L is zero. In case of infinite dimensional input space, this problem cannot be solved and the issue is to calculate the optimum via Lagrange multipliers. The resulting modelŷ = f (x) (Equation 7) will be equivalent in the feature space to Equation 1.
where K (x i , x) = ϕ (x i ) t ϕ (x) is the kernel substitution applied and parameters α i and b are determined by a linear equations system. The Gaussian kernel function (Equation 8 ) is selected amongst other kernel functions.
K (x i , x) = e
where x and σ ∈ R + are the center and width of the Gaussian basis function that defines the kernel behavior.
Feature Selection Wrapper Scheme Optimized by Genetic Algorithms
Many SVR optimizations focus on the process of feature selection (FS). For this reason, a wrapper scheme constituted by FS and SVR training and validation process [32] is defined to best estimate AOD 550 and TL. The selection of most significant input features and the training of the optimal SVR setting parameters are both based on genetic algorithms (GA). As a result, only the significant variables are integrated and those redundant or irrelevant are rejected as inputs for the model.
AEMET and AERONET databases are initially divided in training-validation and testing datasets in a 80/20 proportion, respectively. SVR are validated by minimizing the repeated 10 times 10-fold cross-validation relative mean absolute error (rMAE cv ). The generalization ability of these models is evaluated using the testing dataset to generate the relative mean absolute error of testing (rMAE test ).
The SVR are trained using GA (30 generations with a population size of 64 individuals per generation) on the wrapper approach, selecting the minimum number of variables that better explains the aerosol behavior. The GA select the 6 best individuals (elitism percentage of 20%) according to a fitness function, the rMAE cv . Those individuals are also the parents for creating the next generation, using a uniform crossover operator named heuristic blending [33] . Finally, a mutation percentage of 10% is used to increase the variability of the individuals. To better understand GA and wrapper scheme, the authors refer to previous works [34] . Each individual is defined by a real-coded chromosome, composed by setting SVR parameters: C, σ and . The iterative procedure continues by executing the training-validation process for each SVR to adjust its weighting parameters. This process ends when the maximum number of generations has been reached or the fitness function is lower than a pre-established threshold. Eventually, the parameters of the best individual of the last generation are selected to train the final SVR with the complete dataset from AEMET and AERONET databases.
Geostatistical interpolation
Inverse Distance Weighted
The daily MACC rasters are previously downscaled to a higher spatial resolution (0.05x0.05 • ) with inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation [35] . The IDW has been applied in different variables mapping including metal levels in soil [36] and stratigraphics boundaries [37] .
The IDW derives the value of the target variable at a new location as a weighted average (Equation 9), in which closer points induce a higher dependence on the sample point than further points.
where z(s o ) is the target variable at the new location (o) and λ i (s o ) is the weight of instance i. The sum of λ must be equal to 1 in order to maintain the interpolation unbiased [38] . The weights are calculated with Equation 10.
where k is the coefficient to adjust weights and control spatial similarity. The higher k the less dependence of further points on the estimation of the instance point. Eventually, a k of 3.5 was selected. The d(s o , s i ) denotes de Euclidean distance between o and i.
The IDW has two remarkable characteristics: highs and lows are limited by control points on the surface and therefore, estimates will not pass through these limits and estimates will not necessarily coincide with control points if it is not specified ,as in Equation 11 for all z i [37].
where z i is any of the control points. In this study, this condition is not assumed. This procedure enables lower the original MACC resolution of 1x1 • to the final resolution of the downscaling (0.05x0.05 • ). As it can be seen in Figure 2 , downscaled rasters with IDW are useful as explanatory variable of kriging with external drift in the mapping of aerosol variables.
Kriging with external drift
The ordinary kriging (Equation 12 ) is a widely used interpolation technique in which weights reflect the spatial correlation structure of control points. As a result, the estimation is defined with a global mean (µ) and a spatially correlated stochastic component ( (s)) by means of the semivariances between the neighboring values [39] . This technique requires three conditions which often limit its usage: a constant global mean, a constant variogram in the area studied and a target variable following a normal distribution [38] .
Kriging estimates might be improved by including information from complementary or auxiliary variables spacially sampled and correlated with the target variable, denoted as universal kriging or kriging with external drift (KED). Taking into consideration the correlation between MACC aerosol variables and those derivated from AERONET measurements, MACC data (previously downscaled with IDW) are assumed as these explanatory variables .
The KED includes the information from exhaustively-sampled explanatory variables in the interpolation. The estimations are performed by distinguishing between the deterministic part of variation (m(s θ )) and the stochastic spatially-autocorrelated part of variation (ˆ (s θ )) (Equations 13 and 14).ẑ
whereβ k are the coefficients estimated by the deterministic component, q k (s θ ) are the auxiliary predictors obtained from the fitted values of the explanatory variable at the new location, λ i are the kriging weights determined by the spatial dependence structure of the residual, and (s i ) are the residual at location s i [22, 40] . The semivariogram is a function defined by Equation 15 ,based on a constant variance of , and also on the assumption that spatial correlation of depends on the distance amongst instances (h) instead of their position [41] .
If p control points are considered, then p · (p − 1)/2 pairs of semivariances are calculated and gathered along distance to obtain the sample variogram. This sample variogram is generally fitted with a variogram model to extrapolate the spatial behavior of observed points to the area studied. In this line, different variogram functions referred such as the exponential, gaussian or spherical models are commonly refered to. In these models it is usually observed that semivariances are lower for shorter distances between pairs of control points and then stabilized to the global variance [38] . The nugget effect, generally associated with intrinsec micro-variability and measurement error, models the discontinuity of the variogram at the origin. It must be highlighted that when the nugget effect is recorded, kriging differs from a regular interpolation and as a result estimates are different from measured values [22] .
Software
The methodology explained in this paper has been implemented using the open-source software R 
Results
The methodology proposed (Figure 2 ) is applied to downscale both AOD 550 and TL (hereinafter, aerosol variables) in continental Spain.
SVR Training
First, GA are used to seek the best SVR as well as the most relevant input variables that explain the aerosol variables. In total, 30 generations were used evaluating both MAE cv and MAE test in order to select the most relevant variables that explains the aerosol variables. The variable AOD 550 is explained with 5 different input variables: T max , T min , the daily range of temperatures of the previous day (∆T i−1 ), a logical variable (P) indicating if any rainfall has been registered during the day (1 for rainfall recorded and 0 for no rainfall) and AOD 550 daily data from MACC (AOD550 MACC ). In the case of TL, it is explained with 6 variables: T min , R, daily range of temperatures ∆T, ∆T i−1 , the logical variable associated to rainfall of the previous day (P i−1 ) and the TL derived from MACC (TL MACC ). Temperatures and rainfall variables are included because of their inter-relationships with aerosol variables. Therefore, a higher daily range of temperatures and rainfall in the previous day is related with a cleaner and cloud-free atmosphere [47] . Table 2 shows the models' parameters from the best individual of generation 30 of both SVR trained. These parameters correspond to the parameters in the final models. The results of the SVR training and validation stages are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . In both aerosol variables, similar MAE cv and MAE test are obtained in the last generation. However, a better modeling is achieved for AOD 550 than for TL with relative mean absolute error of testing (rMAE test ) of 8.49% and 10.57%, respectively. It can be deduced that within the first 10 generations the rMAE is stabilized and only a very slight improvement is obtained in next generations. The variation of number of features seen in TL (Figure 4 ) might be explained by the seeking algorithm of the wrapper scheme looking for the global minimum. Tables 3 and 4 show different rMAE and coefficients of determination (R 2 ) evaluated in AERONET stations. The rMAE and R 2 between AERONET and MACC databases (rMAE aer,macc and R 2 aer,macc ) show significant differences between these databases with both aerosol variables, which were also detected in other positions [48] . The average rMAE aer,macc and R 2 aer,macc for TL and AOD 550 are 65.6% and 18.5% and 0.343 and 0.069, respectively. The latter differences between estimated databases and measured data motivate the downscaling proposed integrating on-ground measured data. Scatter plots (Figures 5 and 6) of both aerosol variables are shown between AERONET and MACC and SVR. These plots also show a better performance in TL estimated with SVR than for AOD 550. The rMAE and R 2 obtained between the SVR estimates and AERONET (rMAE down,aer and R2 down,aer ) are significantly improved compared with rMAE aer,macc and R2 aer,macc . The average rMAE down,aer and R2 down,aer for TL and AOD 550 are 10.2% and 8.6% and 0.8 and 0.551, respectively. The high generalization capacity achieved by SVR-trained is remarkable, especially given the various climates and low range of errors at the stations we evaluated. MACC data is considered an input feature in SVR models due to the resulting improvement in rMAE and R 2 between the SVR and MACC (rMAE down,macc and R2 down,macc ). As a result, SVR models moderate differences between estimated and measured data.
The goodness of the KED is evaluated calculating the cross-validation rMAE and R 2 (rMAE cv,ked and R 2 cv,ked ), which implies leaving the station analyzed out of the KED and comparing results obtained against SVR estimated data. It is noteworthy that Station 6, which corresponds to Barcelona and it is the further station, presents the highest value of rMAE cv,ked ( Figure 1 ). This fact might be expected from the semi-variogram effect of kriging with distance (distant points are usually more difficult to estimate given the growing trend of the semi-variograms).
SVR Estimation and KED
The SVR models are then used to estimate daily aerosol variables in 213 meteorological stations of SIAR using their registers of meteorological variables and MACC data. Semi-variograms of both aerosol variables are adjusted with a pure nugget model, indicating a strong intrinsic variability independent from the distance between points pairs. Figure 7 shows the rMAE cv,ked and rMAE down,macc for both aerosol variables. It is remarkable that 58.2% (TL) and 88.7% (AOD 550) of the stations fulfill with lower rMAE than the average rMAE down,macc (Tables 3 and 4) evaluated at AERONET stations). The rMAE cv,ked , 56.3% (TL) and 68.7% (AOD 550) of the stations present lower rMAE than the average rMAE cv,ked at AERONET stations. While the range of rMAE down,macc for TL is enclosed up to 25.2%, the range for AOD 550 rises to 70.2%.
The comparison between the downscaling proposed and original MACC data is also shown with Hovmöller plots [49] . These plots collate spatial-temporal data into a single graph averaging values latitudinally or longitudinally. Figure 8 shows Hovmöller plots of daily relative differences of aerosol variables for the year 2008 on a latitudinal basis. The TL variable shows much lower relative difference extremes (-44.3% to 51.0%) than the AOD 550 (-98% to 157.8%). It can also be deduced from Figure 8 that AOD 550 shows higher latitude dependence than TL, in which relative differences show similar values regardless of the latitude. A deep temporal influence is recorded in both aerosol variables for the range of latitudes evaluated. Figure 9 shows the intra-pixel annual relative difference between the downscaled aerosol variables and MACC in 2008. With TL downscaling, annual relative differences are lower than 8% for the majority of Spain in latitudes below 41 o . The effect of the centralization of the IDW is perceptible in some pixels (for instance, 39.5 o N, 5.5 o W), since the gridded MACC values are assigned to the geometrical center of each raster cell by the authors. However, the effect of the estimated values on the KED prevails over the IDW in most of the pixels of Northern Spain (latitudes over 42 o ). The AOD 550 mapping generates the opposite tendency to TL: higher differences are recorded for latitudes below 42 o , which in some areas are recorded up to 70%. According to the average rMAE aer,macc and rMAE down,macc for AOD 550 (Table 4) , 65.6% and 36.8%, respectively, a similar behavior is obtained (Figure 9 ). It can also be deduced from this figure that intrapixel differences are negligible in Southern Spain. Annual relative differences present a bias, TL downscaled (TL down ) is lower (negative differences) than TL from MACC (TL macc ) and AOD 550 downscaled (AOD550 down ) is higher (positive differences) than AOD 550 from MACC (AOD550 macc ).
Finally, we generated maps of mean values of aerosol variables for 2008. Lower values of TL and AOD 550 are consequently obtained in Central Spain, where the atmosphere is typically clear, and higher aerosol variables are obtained in Northern Spain and the Mediterranean Basin, due to the higher water content in the atmosphere.
Conclusions
The elaboration of high spatial resolution maps of TL and AOD 550 in Spain is addressed combining SVR and KED with data from MACC reanalysis datasets and 213 meteorological stations with measurements of temperatures and rainfall.
The large differences between measured aerosol variables from AERONET and estimated from MACC database motivated the downscaling of MACC by combining data from both databases. The SVR methodology has proved efficient in aerosol variables modeling, generating significantly lower errors in AERONET positions than MACC reanalysis estimates when compared with AERONET measurements. The TL is estimated with rMAE down,aer of 10.2% versus the rMAE aer,macc of 18.5%. A similar behavior is obtained with AOD 550, which is estimated with rMAE down,aer of 8.6% versus the rMAE aer,macc of 65.6%.
The capacity of generalization of the SVR trained is also remarkable, given that 58.2% and 88.7% of the 213 stations (TL and AOD 550, respectively) present lower rMAE than the average rMAD down,macc at AERONET positions. As a result, it is possible to estimate the aerosol variables with a certain level of certainty if registers of temperatures and rainfall are available.
The geostatistical analysis with IDW and KED is useful to generate high resolution maps (0.05 o x0.05 o ) of aerosol variables. A significantly higher heterogeneity on daily differences is obtained with AOD 550 (-98% to 157.8%) than with TL (-44.3% to 51.0%). The trend in differences between the downscaling proposed and MACC also remains lower than rMAE down,macc for TL with regard to annual relative differences (<78.0% with AOD 550 and <13.6% with TL).
The methodology proposed proved useful in elaborating high resolution maps of aerosol variables, which are essential in generating reliable solar radiation estimations with clear sky models. Due to the high influence of input variables on models trained, we recommend using the methodology proposed to generate new locally trained SVR models with local selection of input variables to estimate aerosol content in the region of study. Furthermore, this methodology could be also interesting to predict other atmospheric variables, whose datasets are provided with low resolution. Table 4 : Relative mean absolute errors (rMAE) and coefficients of determination (R 2 ) evaluated in AERONET positions for AOD 550 aerosol variable between AERONET and MACC databases (rMAE aer,macc , R 2 aer,macc ), downscaling proposed and AERONET (rMAE down,aer , R 2 down,aer ), downscaling proposed and MACC (rMAE down,macc , R 2 down,macc ) and cross-validation of KED (rMAE cv,ked , R 2 cv,ked ) in per units. 
